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Dark Mirror - Diane Duane 2012-12-11
One hundred years ago, four crewmembers of the "U.S.S EnterpriseTM
crossed the dimensional barrier and found a mirror image of their own
universe, populated by nightmare duplicates of their shipmates. Barely
able to escape with their lives, they returned, thankful that the accident
which had brought them there could not be duplicated, or so they
thought. But now the scientists of that empire have found a doorway into
our universe. Their plan is to destroy from within, to replace a
Federation Starships with one of their own. Their victims are the crew of
the "U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D, who now find themselves engaged in
combat against the most savage enemies they have ever encountered,
themselves.
To Lose the Earth - Kirsten Beyer 2020-10-13
The long-awaited follow-up to Voyager: Architects of Infinity from the
New York Times bestselling author and cocreator of Star Trek: Picard!
As the crew of the Full Circle fleet works to determine the fate of their
lost ship, the Galen, a struggle for survival begins at the far edge of the
galaxy. New revelations about Species 001, the race that built the
biodomes that first drew the fleet to investigate planet DK-1116, force
Admiral Kathryn Janeway to risk everything to learn the truth.
Golden Boy - Abigail Tarttelin 2014-08-19
Presenting themselves to the world as an effortlessly excellent family,
successful criminal lawyer Karen, her Parliament candidate husband and
her intelligent athlete son, Max, find their world crumbling in the wake
of a friend's betrayal and the secret about Max's intersexual identity.
Architects of Infinity - Kirsten Beyer 2018-03-27
An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: Voyager, from the New
York Times bestselling author! As the Federation Starship Voyager
continues to lead the Full Circle Fleet in its exploration of the Delta
Quadrant, Admiral Kathryn Janeway remains concerned about the
Krenim Imperium and its ability to rewrite time to suit its whims. At
Captain Chakotay's suggestion, however, she orders the fleet to focus its
attention on a unique planet in a binary system, where a new element
has been discovered. Several biospheres exist on this otherwise
uninhabitable world, each containing different atmospheres and features
that argue other sentient beings once resided on the surface. Janeway
hopes that digging into an old-fashioned scientific mystery will lift the
crews' morale, but she soon realizes that the secrets buried on this world
may be part of a much larger puzzle—one that points to the existence of
a species whose power to reshape the galaxy might dwarf that of the
Krenim. Meanwhile, Lieutenants Nancy Conlon and Harry Kim continue
to struggle with the choices related to Conlon’s degenerative condition.
Full Circle’s medical staff discovers a potential solution, but
complications will force a fellow officer to confront her people’s troubled
past and her own future in ways she never imagined… ™, ®, & © 2018
CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are
trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
The Final Fury - Dafydd ab Hugh 1999-10-19
For ages they have sought to claim our worlds. Now, at last, we take the
battle to them. . . . Far from the Federation's desperate war against the
invading Furies, the crew of the U.S.S. VoyagerTM encounters
something they never expected to hear again: a Starfleet distress call.
The signal leads them to a vast assemblage of non-humanoid races
engaged in a monumental project of incredible magnitude. Here is the
source of the terrible invasion threatening the entire Alpha Quadrant -and, for the Starship VoyagerTM, a possible route home. But soon there
may not be any home to return to . . .
Unworthy - Kirsten Beyer 2012-12-11
In the climactic conclusion to the Star Trek: Destinytrilogy the greatest
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menace to the galaxy, the Borg, were absorbed into the Caeliar gestalt -with one exception, Seven of Nine, who finds herself trapped in a half
existence, neither drone nor human. Seven agrees to join Chakotay, the
former captain of the USS Voyager, to rendezvous with the ships that
Starfleet Command has sent into the Delta Quadrant and see if they can
solve the mystery of the Caeliar's disappearance. In a region of space
which has lived in fear of instant annihilation, Voyager is charged with
reaching out to possible allies and resolving old enmities. But these are
not the friendly stars of the Federation, and out here the unknown and
the unexpected cannot be dealt with by standard Starfleet protocols.
A Pocket Full of Lies - Kirsten Beyer 2016-01-26
"Based on Star Trek created by Gene Roddenberry, and Star Trek,
Voyager created by Rick Berman & Michael Piller & Jeri Taylor."
To Reign in Hell - Greg Cox 2012-07-31
To Reign in Hell chronicles the fifteen years between the Original Series
episode 'Space Seed' and the feature film 'The Wrath of Khan' - now
widely regarded as a landmark in the Star Trek universe. Defeated by
Captain James T. Kirk and exiled with his few remaining followers to the
isolation of Ceti Alpha V, Khan Noonien Singh is marooned on a planet
that has suddenly transformed into a hostile wasteland, where he and his
band of acolytes must fight for their very lives. The once-proud
conqueror finds his life irrevocably shattered, and begins his descent into
madness…
The 48 Laws Of Power - Robert Greene 2010-09-03
THE MILLION COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn from 3,000
years of the history of power, this is the definitive guide to help readers
achieve for themselves what Queen Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger, Louis
XIV and Machiavelli learnt the hard way. Law 1: Never outshine the
master Law 2: Never put too much trust in friends; learn how to use
enemies Law 3: Conceal your intentions Law 4: Always say less than
necessary. The text is bold and elegant, laid out in black and red
throughout and replete with fables and unique word sculptures. The 48
laws are illustrated through the tactics, triumphs and failures of great
figures from the past who have wielded - or been victimised by - power.
___________________________________ (From the Playboy interview with JayZ, April 2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers are usually over fast: one or two
hits, then styles change and a new guy comes along. Why have you
endured while other rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I would say that it's from
still being able to relate to people. It's natural to lose yourself when you
have success, to start surrounding yourself with fake people. In The 48
Laws of Power, it says the worst thing you can do is build a fortress
around yourself. I still got the people who grew up with me, my cousin
and my childhood friends. This guy right here (gestures to the studio
manager), he's my friend, and he told me that one of my records, Volume
Three, was wack. People set higher standards for me, and I love it.
Acts of Contrition - Kirsten Beyer 2014-09-30
An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: Voyager—and the
sequel to the New York Times bestseller Protectors! Admiral Kathryn
Janeway has now taken command of the Full Circle Fleet. Her first
mission: return to the Delta Quadrant and open diplomatic relations with
the Confederacy of the Worlds of the First Quadrant, a civilization whose
power rivals that of the Federation. Captain Chakotay knows that his
choices could derail the potential alliance. While grateful to the
Confederacy Interstellar Fleet for rescuing the Federation starships from
an alien armada, Voyager’s captain cannot forget the horrors upon which
the Confederacy was founded. More troubling, it appears that several of
Voyager’s old adversaries have formed a separate and unlikely pact that
is determined to bring down the Confederacy at all costs. Sins of the past
haunt the crew members of the Full Circle Fleet as they attempt to chart
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a course for the future. Will they learn much too late that some sins can
never be forgiven…or forgotten? ™, ®, & © 2014 CBS Studios, Inc.
STAR TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All
Rights Reserved.
The Farther Shore - Christie Golden 2003-06-06
The Earth is in the crosshairs of an unrelenting Borg plague in this
white-knuckled Star Trek thriller featuring Admiral Janeway and her
crew. When an unstoppable Borg plague breaks out upon Earth, blame
quickly falls on the newly returned crew of the U.S.S. Voyager. Did
Kathryn Janeway and the others unknowingly carry this insidious
infection back with them? Many in Starfleet think so, and Seven of Nine,
in particular, falls under a cloud of suspicion. Now, with a little help from
the U.S.S. Enterprise, Admiral Janeway must reunite her crew in a
desperate, last-ditch attempt to discover the true source of the contagion
and save Earth itself from total assimilation into a voracious new Borg
Collective. But time is running out. Has Voyager come home only to
witness humanity’s end?
Shiloh - Phyllis Reynolds Naylor 2012-06-26
Marty will do anything to save his new friend Shiloh in this Newbery
Medal–winning novel from Phillis Reynolds Naylor. When Marty Preston
comes across a young beagle in the hills behind his home, it's love at first
sight—and also big trouble. It turns out the dog, which Marty names
Shiloh, belongs to Judd Travers, who drinks too much and has a
gun—and abuses his dogs. So when Shiloh runs away from Judd to
Marty, Marty just has to hide him and protect him from Judd. But Marty's
secret becomes too big for him to keep to himself, and it exposes his
entire family to Judd's anger. How far will Marty have to go to make
Shiloh his?
The Brain That Changes Itself - Norman Doidge 2007-03-15
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the
endless adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of
The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it
possible to change your brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the
new brain science explains all of this and more An astonishing new
science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing the centuries-old notion
that the human brain is immutable, and proving that it is, in fact,
possible to change your brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D.,
traveled the country to meet both the brilliant scientists championing
neuroplasticity, its healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve
transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain damage or brain
trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with half a brain
that rewired itself to work as a whole, blind people who learn to see,
learning disorders cured, IQs raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke
patients learning to speak, children with cerebral palsy learning to move
with more grace, depression and anxiety disorders successfully treated,
and lifelong character traits changed. Using these marvelous stories to
probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and education,
Dr. Doidge has written an immensely moving, inspiring book that will
permanently alter the way we look at our brains, human nature, and
human potential.
Triangle - Myrna Culbreath 2000-09-22
An unimaginable conflict could cost Kirk's soul...or Spock's life. A dark
plan has been unleashed in the galaxy, a design so vast, only a
collective—and ruthless—mind like the Totality could have conceived it.
Now Captain Kirk must battle the seductive force of the Totality's will. It
was reasonable that Captain Kirk and Federation Free Agent Sola Than
would fall in love. But no reasoning the the universe could have foreseen
the tragedy of Spock's own passion for the same woman. Now this
unimaginable conflict could cost Captain Kirk his very soul, and bring
death to the proud Vulcan. But in the unimaginable lies their only
chance, and the freedom of the galaxy depends on the outcome of the
Triangle.
The Good That Men Do - Andy Mangels 2007-02-27
Pax Galactica. Enemies become allies. Old secrets are at last revealed.
Long-held beliefs and widely accepted truths are challenged. Man turns
to leisurely pursuits. In this golden age, two old friends are drawn
together. They seek to understand, and wonder how what they have long
believed, what they have been taught, was never so. Over two hundred
years ago, the life of one of Starfleet's earliest pioneers came to a tragic
end, and Captain Jonathan Archer, the legendary commander of Earth's
first warp-five starship, lost a close friend. Or so it seemed for many
years. But with the passage of time, and the declassification of certain
crucial files, the truth about that fateful day -- the day that Commander
Charles "Trip" Tucker III didn't die -- could finally be revealed. Why did
Starfleet feel it was necessary to rewrite history? And why only now can
a-pocket-full-of-lies-star-trek-voyager

the truth be told?
Best Destiny - Diane Carey 1993
Events in a distant part of the Federation delay James T. Kirk's
retirement from Starfleet and send him to Faramound--a world that takes
Kirk on a journey back to his troubled youth. Reprint.
The Fall: The Poisoned Chalice - James Swallow 2013-11-26
The fourth original novel in the electrifying The Next Generation/Deep
Space Nine crossover event! One simple act, and the troubles of the
United Federation of Planets have grown darker overnight. The mystery
behind the heinous terrorist attack that has rocked the Federation to its
core grows ever deeper, and William Riker finds himself beset by rumors
and half-truths as the U.S.S. Titan is ordered back to Earth on
emergency orders from the admiralty. Soon, Riker finds himself drawn
into a game of political intrigue, bearing witness to members of Starfleet
being detained—including people he considered friends—pending an
investigation at the highest levels. And while Riker tries to navigate the
corridors of power, Titan’s tactical officer, Tuvok, is given a series of
clandestine orders that lead him into a gray world of secrets, lies, and
deniable operations. Who can be trusted when the law falls silent and
justice becomes a quest for revenge? For the crew of the U.S.S. Titan,
the search for answers will become a battle for every ideal the
Federation stands for. . . . ™, ®, & © 2013 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK
and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
Your Money Or Your Life - Joseph R. Dominguez 1999
Offers a nine-step program for living more meaningful lives, showing
readers how to get out of debt, save money, reorder priorities, and
convert problems into opportunities
Mosaic - Jeri Taylor 2012-12-11
Mosaic tells the life story of Captain Janeway, a compelling tale of
personal bravery, personal loyalty, tragedy and triumph. As told by Jeri
Taylor, co-creator and executive producer of Star Trek: Voyager, this is
an in-depth look into the mind and soul of Star Trek's newest captain.
Deep in the unexplored reaches of the Delta Quadrant, a surprise attack
by a fierce Kazon sect leaves Captain Janeway fighting a desperate battle
on two fronts: while she duels the Kazon warship in the gaseous mists of
a murky nebula, an Away Team led by Lt. Tuvok is trapped on the surface
ofa wilderness planet -- and stalked by superior Kazon ground forces.
Forced to choose between the lives of the Away Team and the safety of
her ship, Captain Janeway reviews the most important moments of her
life, and the pivotal choices that made her the woman she is today. From
her childhood to her time at Starfleet AcademyTM, from her first love to
her first command, she must once again face the challenges and conflicts
that have brought her to the point where she must now risk everything to
put one more piece in the mosaic that is Kathryn Janeway.
Star Trek: Voyager: Spirit Walk #2: Enemy of My Enemy - Christie
Golden 2004-12-15
The eagerly awaited continuation of OLD WOUNDS! Captain Chakotay
and his sister, Sekaya, are being held captive beneath the surface of
Loran II by a Changeling -- an outcast Founder masquerading as
Chakotay's second-in-command, Andrew Ellis. To Chakotay's horror, the
Changeling gives the two prisoners over to the infamous Cardassian
scientist Crell Moset, who plans to use Chakotay's Sky Spirit-enhanced
DNA to create a super species that will bring him the fame and
acceptance he craves. Leaving Chakotay and Sekaya to their fate, the
Changeling assumes Chakotay's image and infiltrates the Starship
Voyager™, putting the entire crew at risk. Dr. Jarem Kaz and Lieutenant
Harry Kim, increasingly suspicious of their captain's odd behavior, turn
to Admiral Janeway and Lieutenant Commander Tom Paris for help. As
Paris races to save Voyager from catastrophe, the real Chakotay must
undertake a "Spirit Walk" that could set him and his sister free -- or lead
to their ultimate destruction....
What Price Honor - Dave Stern 2012-10-23
The Starship Enterprise NX-01 is Earth's flagship - the first vessel to
embark on a sytematic exploration of what lies beyond the fringes of
known space. Led by Captain Jonathan Archer, eighty of Starfleet's best
and brightest set forth to pave humanity's way to the stars. Tempered by
a year of interstellar exploration, the crew has become a disciplined,
cohesive, unit. And now, for the first time, they have lost one of their
number. Bad enough that Ensign Alana Hart is dead. Worse, she died
while attempting to sabotage the ship, killed by her nominal superior,
armory officer Lieutenant Malcolm Reed. Even as they deal with the
circumstances of her death, Archer, Reed and the rest of the crew find
themselves caught squarely in the middle of another tense situation - a
brutal war between two alien civilizations. But in the Alpha System
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nothing is what it seems. And before he can discover the secret behind
what happened to Ensign Hart, Reed is forced once more to confront the
reality of death.
Star Trek: Voyager: Distant Shores Anthology - Marco Palmieri
2005-11-01
Washed up on a faraway galactic shore, Captain Kathryn Janeway of the
U.S.S. Voyager™ faced a choice: accept exile or set a course for home, a
seventy-thousand-light-year journey fraught with unknown perils. She
chose the latter. Janeway's decision launched her crew on a seven-year
trek pursuing an often lonely path that embodied the purest form of the
Starfleet adage "to boldly go..."™ Committed to that difficult road,
Voyager's crew was rewarded with unimaginable experiences on strange
and fantastic worlds, encountering exotic alien species and astonishing
phenomena...and challenged along the way by conflicts from within as
well as from without. Yet none of their adventures tempered their shared
determination to find a way back to friends and family.
Enigma Tales - Una McCormack 2017-06-27
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Fall: The Crimson
Shadow comes a compelling and suspenseful tale of politics and power
set in the universe of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. Elim Garak has
ascended to Castellan of the Cardassian Union...but despite his soaring
popularity, the imminent publication of a report exposing his people's
war crimes during the occupation on Bajor looks likely to set the military
against him. Into this tense situation come Dr. Katherine
Pulaski—visiting Cardassia Prime to accept an award on behalf of the
team that solved the Andorian genetic crisis—and Dr. Peter Alden,
formerly of Starfleet Intelligence. The two soon find themselves at odds
with Garak and embroiled in the politics of the prestigious University of
the Union, where a new head is about to be appointed. Among the frontrunners is one of Cardassia’s most respected public figures: Professor
Natima Lang. But the discovery of a hidden archive from the last years
before the Dominion War could destroy Lang’s reputation. As Pulaski and
Alden become drawn into a deadly game to exonerate Lang, their
confrontation escalates with Castellan Garak—a conflicted leader
treading a fine line between the bright hopes for Cardassia’s future and
the dark secrets still buried in its past... ™, ®, & © 2016 CBS Studios,
Inc. Star Trek and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All
Rights Reserved.
Star Trek: Picard—Countdown - Kristen Beyer 2020-08-19
Witness the events leading to the new CBS All Access series PICARD in
this graphic novel where new characters are introduced and secrets will
be revealed. Before he retired to his vineyard, Jean-Luc Picard was the
most decorated admiral in Starfleet. Then one mission changed his life
forever. What could make this dedicated and disciplined leader question
his calling?
Homecoming - Christie Golden 2012-09-04
After seven long years in the Delta Quadrant, the crew of the Starship
Voyager now confront the strangest world of all: home. For Admiral
Kathryn Janeway and her officers, Voyager's miraculous return to planet
Earth brings new honours and new responsibilities. For some there are
reunions with long-lost loved ones, while for others such as the Doctor
and Seven of Nine, there is the challenge of forging new lives in a
Federation that seems to hold little place for them. But even as Janeway
and the others go their separate ways, pursuing new horizons and
opportunities, a strange cybernetic plague strikes Earth, transforming
men, women and children into a new generation of Borg. Soon the entire
planet faces assimilation, and Voyager -- newly returned from the
heartland of the Borg -- may be to blame.
Rogue - Andy Mangels 2001
A distant planet in turmoil becomes the focus of a series of conspiracies,
treachery, and betrayal that transforms old friends into bitter enemies,
as Captain Picard and his crew tangle with the sinister minions of
Starfleet's mysterious Section 31. Original.
Atonement - Kirsten Beyer 2015-08-25
"Based on Star trek created by Gene Roddenberry and Star trek: Voyager
created by Rick Berman & Michael Piller & Jeri Taylor."
How Much for Just the Planet? - John M. Ford 2000-09-22
A thrilling Star Trek: The Original Series adventure featuring Captain
James T. Kirk and the USS Enterprise in a strange battle for dilithium
crystals against the Klingons. Dilithium. In crystalline form, the most
valuable mineral in the galaxy. It powers the Federation’s starships...and
the Klingon Empire’s battlecruisers. Now on a small, out-of-the-way
planet named Direidi, the greatest fortune in dilithium crystals ever seen
has been found. Under the terms of the Organian Peace Treaty, the
planet will go to the side best able to develop the planet and its
a-pocket-full-of-lies-star-trek-voyager

resourses. Each side will contest the prize with the prime of its fleet. For
the Federation—Captain James T. Kirk and the Starship Enterprise. For
the Klingons—Captain Kaden vestai-Oparai and the Fire Blossom. Only
the Direidians are writing their own script for this contest—script that
propels the crew of the Starship Enterprise into their strangest
adventure yet!
One Thing or Your Mother - Kirsten Beyer 2008-01-01
It's tough being a teenage Slayer. On the verge of failing her junior year - thanks to annoying Principal Snyder, who seems to be acting even
stranger than usual lately -- Buffy agrees to meet with a tutor. Not
helping her studies is the fact that lately she's been exhausted, waking
up each morning feeling more tired than she did the night before. To
make matters even worse, she's tasked with investigating the
disappearance of a child...a little girl who happens to have gone missing
mere hours before a child vampire surfaced in Sunnydale, accompanied
by a wheelchair-bound male who fits Spike's description perfectly.
Fighting off exhaustion and uneasy at the prospect of staking a child
vamp, Buffy learns that Principal Snyder is the target of a sleepdeprivation spell that has taken over Sunnydale. Putting aside her fear
that her tutor is out to get her, and hoping that the sleeping spell is
affecting both humans and demons, Buffy investigates Snyder's odd
behavior. She follows him to his childhood home to discover that he has
arranged to have his abusive mother banished to the demon dimension.
Meanwhile, Drusilla, who has been playing mother figure to the child
vampire, is learning how difficult it is to be a parent. As sleep takes hold
of the citizens of Sunnydale, Buffy begins to realize that unless she
breaks the spell soon, the nightmare is just beginning.
Children of the Storm - Kirsten Beyer 2011-05-31
“YOU WERE TOLD NOT TO RETURN TO OUR SPACE.” Little is known
about the Children of the Storm—one of the most unique and potentially
dangerous species the Federation has ever encountered. Non-corporeal
and traveling through space in vessels apparently propelled by thought
alone, the Children of the Storm at one time managed to destroy
thousands of Borg ships without firing a single conventional weapon.
Now in its current mission to the Delta Quadrant, Captain Chakotay and
Fleet Commander Afsarah Eden must unravel whythree Federation
starships—the U.S.S. Quirinal, Planck, and Demeter—have suddenly
been targeted without provocation and with extreme prejudice by the
powerful Children of the Storm . . . with thousands of Starfleet lives at
stake from an enemy that the Federation can only begin to comprehend. .
..
Indistinguishable from Magic - David A. McIntee 2011-03-29
The most talented Starfleet engineers of two generations unite to solve a
two-hundred-year-old technological mystery that turns out to be only the
beginning of a wider quest. With the support of Guinan and Nog, as well
as the crew of the U.S.S. Challenger, Geordi La Forge and Montgomery
Scott soon find themselves drawn into a larger, deadlier, and far more
personal adventure. Helped by old friends and hindered by old enemies,
their investigation will come to threaten everything they hold dear.
Seeking out the new, and going where no one has gonebefore, Geordi,
Scotty, and Guinan find that their pasts are very much of the present,
and must determine whether any sufficiently advanced technology is
really indistinguishable from magic.
A Pocket Full of Lies - Kirsten Beyer 2016-01-26
An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: Voyager from New
York Times bestselling author Kirsten Beyer—and the sequel to
Atonement and Acts of Contrition! The Full Circle Fleet has resumed its
unprecedented explorations of the Delta Quadrant and former Borg
space. Commander Liam O'Donnell of the U.S.S. Demeter makes a
promising first contact with the Nihydron—humanoid aliens that are
collectors of history. They rarely interact with the species they study but
have created a massive database of numerous races, inhabited planets,
and the current geopolitical landscape of a large swath of the quadrant.
When an exchange of data is proposed via a formal meeting, the
Nihydron representatives are visibly shaken when Admiral Kathryn
Janeway greets them. For almost a century, two local species—the Rilnar
and the Zahl—have fought for control of the nearby planet Sormana, with
both sides claiming it as their ancestral homeworld. The shocking part is
that for the last several years, the Rilnar have been steadily gaining
ground, thanks to the tactics of their current commanding officer: a
human woman, who appears to be none other than Kathryn Janeway
herself... ™, ®, & © 2016 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related
marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
The Captain's Oath - Christopher L. Bennett 2019-05-28
An all-new Star Trek adventure set during The Original Series era and
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themselves the only hope of two worlds.
Full Circle - Kirsten Beyer 2009-03-31
Following the events of the unforgettable Star Trek crossover trilogy
Destiny, the new captain of the USS Voyager embarks on a dangerous
mission that is paved with blood and haunted by ghosts of the past. When
the USS Voyager is dispatched on an urgent mission to the planet Kerovi,
Captain Chakotay and his first officer, Commander Thomas Paris, must
choose between following their orders and saving the lives of two of
those dearest to them. B’Elanna Torres and her daughter, Miral, are both
missing in the wake of a brutal attack on the Klingon world of Boreth.
With the aid of their former captain, Admiral Kathryn Janeway—as well
as many old friends and new allies—the crew must unravel an ancient
mystery, placing themselves between two warrior sects battling for the
soul of the Klingon people...while the life of Miral hangs in the balance.
But these events and their repercussions are merely the prelude to even
darker days to come. As Voyager is drawn into a desperate struggle to
prevent the annihilation of the Federation, lives are shattered, and the
bonds that were forged in the Delta Quadrant are challenged in ways
that none could have imagined. For though destiny has dealt them
crushing blows, Voyager’s crew must rise to face their future...and begin
a perilous journey in which the wheel of fate comes full circle.
Star Trek: Discovery - Aftermath - Kirsten Beyer 2020-04-08
Witness the Aftermath of the stunning second season of Star Trek:
Discovery! An all-new graphic novel that ties directly into Season Two of
the hit CBS All Access series! After the disappearance of the U.S.S.
Discovery, Captain Pike and Chancellor L'Rell seek to forge a peace
treaty between the Federation and the Klingons. But when a new enemy
threatens to sabotage the negotiations, Spock must reclaim his place in
Starfleet to save his friends and prevent the outbreak of a new war!
Star Trek: Picard: Second Self - Una McCormack 2022-09-13
A thrilling untold adventure based on the acclaimed Star Trek: Picard TV
series! Following the explosive events seen in season one of Star Trek:
Picard, Raffi Musiker finds herself torn between returning to her old life
as a Starfleet Intelligence officer or something a little more
tame—teaching at the Academy, perhaps. The decision is made for her
though when a message from an old contact—a Romulan spy—is
received, asking for immediate aid. With the help of Elnor and assistance
from Jean-Luc Picard, Raffi decides to take on this critical mission—and
quickly learns that past sins never stay buried. Finding the truth will be
complicated, and deadly… ™, ®, & © 2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR
TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
Pathways - Jeri Taylor 1999
Reveals the previously untold histories of the crew members and officers
of the U.S.S. Voyager

featuring James T. Kirk! The saga of James T. Kirk’s historic command of
the U.S.S. Enterprise is known throughout the galaxy. But one part of the
legend has barely been touched upon until now: the story of Kirk’s first
starship command and the remarkable achievements by which Starfleet’s
youngest captain earned the right to succeed Christopher Pike as the
commander of the famous Enterprise. From his early battles with the
Klingons to the rescue of endangered civilizations, Kirk grapples with
difficult questions: Is he a warrior or a peacemaker? Should he obey
regulations or trust his instincts? This thrilling novel illustrates the
events and choices that would shape James T. Kirk into one of the most
renowned captains in Starfleet history.
Star Trek: Picard: The Last Best Hope - Una McCormack 2020-09-29
The USA TODAY bestseller—based on the new Star Trek TV series!
“Fifteen years ago…you led us out of the darkness. You commanded the
greatest rescue armada in history. Then...the unimaginable. What did
that cost you? Your faith. Your faith in us. Your faith in yourself. Tell us,
why did you leave Starfleet, Admiral?” Every end has a beginning…and
this electrifying novel details the events leading into the new Star Trek
TV series, introducing you to brand-new characters featured in the life of
Jean-Luc Picard—widely considered to be one of the most popular and
recognizable characters in all of science fiction.
The Star Trek: The Lost era: 2328-2346: The Art of the Impossible - Keith
R. A. DeCandido 2003-10-01
As the cold war between the Klingon Empire and Cardassian Union
intensifies, the United Federation of Planets embark on a controversial
diplomatic solution that could change the entire future of the Star Trek
galaxy. What begins as a discovery that would enable the Klingon Empire
to reclaim a lost piece of its past becomes a prolonged struggle with the
rapidly expanding Cardassian Union. Enter the Federation, whose desire
to preserve interstellar stability leads Ambassador Curzon Dax to broker
a controversial and tenuous peace—one that is not without opponents,
including Lieutenant Elias Vaughn of Starfleet special ops. But there’s
much more drama unfolding in the Betreka Nebula. Within the shadowy
rooms of the Cardassian Obsidian Order, Klingon Imperial Intelligence,
and even the Romulan Tal Shiar, secret scales are being balanced, and
for every gain made for the sake of peace, there will come a loss.
S/trek Ng 44 Death Of A Prince - John Peel 2012-09-25
Dangerous assignments come in pairs when Captain Picard and his crew
are confronted with two desperate missions on two different worlds. On
the planet Buran, newly linked to the Fedration, a mysterious disease
devastates the population-and turns them against the visitors from the
U.S.S. Enterprise. Meanwhile, on nearby lomides, a renegade Federation
observer has disappeared, intent on violating the Prime Directive by
preventing a tragic political assassination. While Dr. Crusher struggles to
find a cure for the plague ravaging Buran, Commander Will RIker leads
an Away Team to lomides. Their forces divided, Picard and his crew find
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